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To account for the large variability in dead zone areas, two models  
are presented. Model 1 examines small to medium-sized dead zones  
(area < 800 km2). Model 2 uses a logarithmic transform to linearize  
dead zone areas. The results of each model are shown in Table 2. 

For small dead zones, agriculture, population density and  
development are statistically significant predictors for dead zone size  
(p<0.05, R2 = 0.84). 

DZ = 511.6 + 18.9Agr + 3.8Pop – 89.94Dev Model 1 
Agriculture is the only statistically significant predictor for dead  
zones of all sizes (p<0.05, R2 = 0.53).  

logDZ = 1.4 + 0.06Agr 
Results suggest that anthropogenic land cover patterns may predict  
dead zone size, while no statistical relationships were found between  
natural land use variables and dead zone size. 
 
Validity of data and limitations: 
This meta-analysis relies on data from three data sources, Diaz and  
Rosenberg (2008), 2010 U.S. Census data, and the 2006 NLCD.  
NLCD data is considered accurate and reliable for large watersheds.  
The global dead zone database reports only one value for dead zone  
area and does not account for known temporal variability in area.  
Many dead zones in the database do not have measured areas, which  
may underreport dead zone areas for each watershed. Further,  
population density and land cover may have changed since the  
reporting of dead zone area. Despite these limitations, this study  
includes the most accurate datasets for multi-watershed analysis. 

Current management plans to reduce the size of coastal dead zones  
include changing agricultural practices and constructing adjacent  
forests and wetlands (Mitsch, et al., 2001). Findings from this study  
suggests that the most effective way to reduce dead zone size is  
through changing agricultural practices rather than constructing  
forests and wetlands.  

This study uses statistical analysis to determine the land cover  
characteristics that best predict dead zone size. Dead zones occur in  
virtually every coastal watershed in the United States and DZ size  
appears to be controlled by the percentage of agricultural land. The  
percentages of agricultural land in the sample watersheds range from  
3% to 35%, with an average of 15%. These values suggest that dead  
zones are inevitable based on our current agricultural practices, but  
modifying agricultural land may reduce DZ size. 
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A spatial and statistical meta-analysis of dead zones in the United States was conducted using  
ArcGIS 10 and SPSS 20. Dead zone area values were found from a global dead zone database  
(Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008). Two datasets were used to determine the natural and  
anthropogenic predictors of dead zone size: the 2006 NLCD and 2010 U.S. Census data.  
Values for each predictive variable were extracted from USGS watershed polygons (Figure 3)  
and backwards stepwise regression analysis was used to determine the statistical relationship  
between land cover and population variables and dead zone area (Eq. 1). With this model,  
variables that are not statistically significant are sequentially dropped until only statistically  
significant variables remain. Two models are presented. 

Statistical model: 
DZ = β0 + β 1Agr + β 2Dev + β 3Wet + β 4For + β 5OW + β 6Pop  

where DZ is dead zone size (km2), Agr is percent agriculture, Dev is percent developed,  
Wet is percent wetlands, For is percent forest, OW is percent open water,  

and Pop is population density (people/km2). 

The number of coastal dead zones (DZs) has grown exponentially  
since the 1960s, with large environmental and economic  
consequences (Figure 1). Reducing dead zone areas is needed to  
mitigate environmental degradation. However, before management  
techniques are implemented, it is necessary to determine what factors  
control dead zone size.  
 
This study tests the hypothesis that dead zone area can be predicted  
by natural and anthropogenic land cover variables, as well as human  
population characteristics. Land cover patterns within a watershed  
may be good predictors of DZ size. Increases in agriculture and  
urbanization may increase DZ area (Diaz and Rosenberg, 1995),  
while wetlands and forests can act as nutrient sinks and decrease  
DZ area (Mitsch, et al., 2001). Previous research has outlined these  
relationships, but a statistical analysis that explores these  
relationships across watersheds has not been conducted. 

Dead zones occur in aquatic ecosystems experiencing hypoxic  
(low oxygen) and anoxic (no oxygen) conditions. They are created  
when ecosystems become eutrophic, or over-enriched in nutrients,  
especially nitrogen (N) and phosphorous (P). Nutrient over- 
enrichment promotes algal growth and as algae dies and decomposes,  
dissolved oxygen levels are reduced. Prolonged oxygen depletion and  
dead zone growth can lead to mass mortalities of aquatic life, habitat  
degradation, and damages to commercial and recreational fishing.  

Figure 2. Graphic demonstrating the formation of  
coastal dead zones. 

Figure 1. Cumulative increase in dead zones through  
time reported in the scientific literature (from  
supplemental data for Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008). 

Data used in this analysis contains information on natural and  
anthropogenic land cover variables and population density. 
Table 1. Data description and sources 

Figure 5. Scatter plots of anthropogenic variables (agriculture, population density, percent development) and natural variables (wetlands, water, forest) vs.  
dead zone area. Colored dots indicate statistically significant variables. Purple dots are significant for Models 1 & 2. Red dots are significant for Model 1. 

Figure 3. Map of the United States showing dead zones,  
study area watersheds, and the National Land Cover Database. 

Model 2 

Figure 4. Example GIS analysis for the northeastern United States.  
Land cover and population data were extracted for each polygon  
and used for statistical analysis. 
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